
Solely focused on hand protection, Ringers Gloves is the original innovator of the safety work glove. We use our

proprietary F3 Technology™ to custom design work gloves that provide the best fit, form, and function. Our

broad portfolio consists of gloves developed to exceed the needs for both specific task and multipurpose use.

Durable, long lasting, and comfortable enough for all day wear, our gloves optimize hand protection resulting in

reduced risk of injuries and lowest cost of ownership. Shop Ringers Gloves. Because They’re Worth It™!

F3 Technology™

Our proprietary F3

Technology™ resets the bar for safety

glove performance, delivering the ideal

balance of fit, form, and function so

you never have to choose between

comfort and protection.

Greater ROI

Fit for purpose, our gloves optimize

protection and dexterity, while lasting

3x longer than average, reducing risk,

and improving safety records, resulting

in a greater return on investment.

Rated Best-in-Class

In an independent study, Ringers

Gloves’ heavy-duty, medium-duty

leather, and synthetic leather gloves

are rated #1 in impact protection plus

dexterity when tested with

comparable industry leading gloves.

Safety Glove Specialists

Ringers Gloves always focuses on

advancing protective glove technology

and developing innovative hand safety

solutions to help customers reduce

risk and meet stringent compliance

requirements.

Site Assessments

Collaborating with clients to identify

any gaps or opportunities, Ringers

Gloves conducts formal onsite hazard

assessments and provides safety

policy evaluations and

recommendations.

Test Pilot

We offer our customers the

opportunity to demo and test gloves,

guaranteeing the protection, dexterity,

and comfort required to keep their

work force safe.

Broad Portfolio

Our portfolio of gloves is designed to

provide optionality and serve the

critical and unique needs of our oil &

gas, tactical, construction/engineering,

mechanics, and industrial/commercial

customers worldwide.

Supply Chain Strength

With a trusted network of global

suppliers to ensure stability of raw

materials, we maintain a robust

inventory to expedite fulfillment and

meet customer demand.

Global Reach

Headquartered in the U.S., Ringers

Gloves has global manufacturing sites

and sales representation in order to

deliver on time, and in the required

volumes, wherever needed worldwide.

Looking for dependable work wear? Rely on Ringers Gloves for quality and long-lasting products.

https://www.toolsid.com/ringers-gloves/
https://www.toolsid.com/work-wear-safety-equipment.html

